Science channels on Youtube

Stories ranging for 5-15 minutes. Nice stuff! (I’m planning to support many with Patreon.)

- **Science, Engineering, Math, and Biophysics**
  - [Scott Manley](#)  Feature= shooting an asteroid
  - [Physics Girl](#)  Feature= crazy pool vortex
  - [Anton Petrov](#)  Sample= fastest spinning star
  - [Veritasium](#)  Feature= rotating bodies
  - [Smarter every day](#)  Sample= archer’s paradox

- **SciShow**  Sample= bugs in amber

- [Sabine Hossenfelder](#), features in both  [Physics](#) and [music videos](#)

- [Mathematics with great graphics](#)  Feature= cardioid

- [Curious Droid](#)  Feature= (Apollo navigation computer)

- [Airline pilot, Mentour](#)  Feature= Could you land a Boeing 737?

- [Radio-controlled model airplanes](#)  Feature= crashes

- [Everyday astronaut](#)  Sample= lunar ladder

- [Engineering explained](#)  Sample= 4WD vs All wheel drive

- [Dirty Jobs, full episodes](#)

- [Adam Savage](#)

- **Health and History**

- [50 Amazing things under an Electron Microscope](#)

- [Health-Care Triage](#)  Sample= Veggies healthier?

- [The history guy](#)  Sample= NYC blackout of 1977

- **Politics and Religion (I wish I could organize these by date)**

- [Saagar and Krystal at Rising](#)  (Populists of both right and left)

- [Tucker Carlson](#)  (Populist of the right)

- [The apostate prophet](#)  Feature= 72 virgins.
• Arts and Culture
  ○ Tower of Babel, explore inside!

RSS

Personally, I’m wishing for some Youtube organizer software resembling reader software (RSS), for example, Feedly or The Old Reader. These deliver you from your chosen sources an ever-current list of the articles that you’ve not yet seen. Find RSS feeders at Google or at your App Store. I see about 150 headlines a day. One-click brings me a bit deeper, a second click brings me to the source.